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INTRODUCTION: Hand rehabilitation activities
require a continuous monitoring process to provide
information about the results of rehabilitation at any
time, for analysis by the therapist. The purpose of
monitoring is to help the patient and therapist improve
and customize the rehabilitation process in well-defined
steps. Moreover, a simple and portable home
rehabilitation device can help patients improve their
daily rehabilitation activity. Studies on the rehabilitation
process at home have shown improvements that promote
the recovery of human movement, but existing
rehabilitation devices are expensive and must be
supervised by a therapist, which makes it difficult to use
at home.
In science, the definition of “gripper” is subsystems of
handling mechanisms which provide temporary contact
with the object to be grasped. They ensure the position
and orientation when carrying and joining the object to
the handling equipment. Prehension is achieved by force
producing and form matching elements. The term
“gripper” is also used in cases where no actual grasping,
but rather holding of the object as in vacuum suction
where the retention force can act on a point, line or
surface.
MATERIALS & METHODS: The development of this
device involves the design and realization of a smart
glove and an artificial grip with several fingers (Figure
1). The concept of this research is to design, develop,
assist and measure a device that can continuously
monitor the upper arms. The device works fully with the
smart glove using the microcontroller system. This
system can collect data, process, save and send to the
computerized monitoring system.

Figure 1 Functional block diagram

RESULTS: By attaching the FSR sensor (force sensing
resistor) to the fingertips of the gripper, it will function
as a detector that sends data to the microcontroller to
inform the gripper is grabbing an object. It can be
controlled the amount of deferent object generated on
the grabbed object based on the resistance value
generated by this type of sensor. The result shows that
the FSR sensor can measure the performed of each
finger.
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Figure 3 (a-d) Device testing

Figure 2 System overview
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CONCLUSIONS: The research work found that the
developed application has a significant purpose in the
hand gripper system and rehabilitation treatment. In
addition, the glove and the Arduino based data recording
system can be used to monitor and evaluate the patient
suffering from stroke, Parkinson's and sports-related
injuries.
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